Chloe’s Crossword Challenge

Use the words found in Chapter 7 to complete the crossword puzzle.

ACROSS
5. The ___ Gazette (original spelling)
6. The ___ Press
7. another name for newspaper

DOWN
1. number of colonies that gained independence from British rule
2. eyes and ears of newspaper
3. The Lexington ___ Leader
4. area reporters are assigned
**Questions & Activities**

1. In Chapter 7, Woody and Chloe learn about the history of newspapers. Using the internet, research the history of your local newspaper. What year did it begin? Did it start out as one newspaper or did two newspapers merge together?

2. Chapter 7 mentions the amendment *Freedom of Press*. Which amendment from the *Bill of Rights* includes freedom of press? Does the amendment guarantee any other freedoms? If so, which ones? Of those freedoms, which do you feel is the most important?

3. How many different amendments are there in the Bill of Rights?

4. The lady in the black dress told the pups they had invited members of the print media and the broadcasting media. What is the difference between the two medias? In your town, name a member of the broadcasting media.

5. Open your local newspaper and find the section that lists community events. Do you see any events that interest you? If so, which ones?

6. Are you familiar with any reporters in your area? If so, ask if they can visit your class and discuss their job.

**WHAT DO YOU THINK?**

Email Woody at woody@thewoodybooks.com and tell him which freedom you feel is the most important. Answers are posted on Woody’s virtual doghouse – thewoodybooks.com and also on his facebook page – facebook.com/woodykywiener.
WOODY’S JOKE OF THE WEEK
What did Cinderella say when her photos didn’t show up?
Someday my prints will come!

CUT & PASTE
Did your newspaper provide a scrapbook so you can collect the stories? If not, make your own scrapbook. Then cut out each chapter and paste it in the scrapbook. Once you’ve collected all 10 chapters, you will have your very own Woody book! Are Woody and Chloe coming to your town soon? If so, bring your scrapbook for the pups to sign!

DON’T FORGET
• Click on the podcast link and listen as Woody reads Chapter 7.
• Check back next week to read Chapter 8 of Out of Sorts.
• Visit Woody and Chloe at their virtual doghouse – thewoodybooks.com and visit their facebook page – facebook.com/woodykywiener.

Anything is possible if you
Work & Dream like a BIG DOG!

~ Woody